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INTRODUCTION

Grand Mirrors, the leading global mirror company, designs and 
manufactures premium quality lighted mirrors for hotels, salons, and 
restaurants, as well as for residential projects.

Our ongoing research and development make Grand Mirrors thinner, 
brighter, and easier to install than ever before.

Every day, we are driven to deliver the highest quality mirrors, equipped with 
the latest features and technologies to our customers in the US and around 
the world.

WHY A LIGHTED MIRROR MAKES SENSE?

People who have one, know why, and they will never use a regular mirror 
without light anymore.

When the light is integrated in the mirror, you will have a clear view without 
shadows on your face because the light is directed towards you.

You don’t need to worry anymore where to install expensive light fixtures in 
your bathroom or salon, because a Grand Mirrors lighted mirror will always 
provide the perfect light when you look in the mirror



OUR PRODUCTS



LED LAYOUTS

MODEL A MODEL CMODEL B MODEL D MODEL HMODEL F MODEL GMODEL E

With Grand Mirrors LUX, the mirror is the center point of your bathroom that you will use and enjoy for many years to come.
Fully made to measure with a wide variety in LED layouts, and choice of LED colors. Grand Mirrors LUX will fit and upgrade every bathroom.LUX
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LED LAYOUTS

Grand Mirrors LUMIÈRE creates a beautiful mirror with its frosted edges. With up to 3” wide frosted part, the light spreads evenly all around the mirror
and goes through the front and back that provides indirect light to the bathroom.  It is made to any size that gives an extra dimension to bathroom, hotels,
salons, and much more. With our CNC computerized mirror cutting machines, the glasses are built with extreme precision and can create the mirrors
exactly in the size and shape you want.

lumiere
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MODEL A
(RECTANGULAR)

MODEL B
(OVAL)

MODEL C
(ROUND)

MODEL D
(TRIFOLD)

MODEL E MODEL G
(ROUNDED CORNERS)

MODEL H
(CUSTOM MIRRORS)
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Grand Mirrors ECLIPSE spreads LED light evenly around the back of the mirror, creating an amazing bathroom mirror and providing
indirect light to the bathroom.ECLIPSE PILONITERZO CAPRIOLA
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Evervue USA Inc.
120 Newport Center Drive,
Newport Beach, CA 92660, USA



LAMP OPTIONS

Grand Mirrors AMBIANCE mirrors you can create the ideal atmosphere in any room, and you add a new level of customization to 
a mirror for your bathroom, bedroom, or anywhere else you'd like to have a mirror. Available in a wide variety of lamp types, 
and you also have the option to choose your own lamps, in which case we will prepare the mirror so that your lamps can be 
installed when you receive the mirror.�
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BULB OPTIONS

HOLLYWOOD Feel like a movie star with our Grand Mirrors HOLLYWOOD. 
The mirror that gives a perfect bright light!

We renewed the traditional Hollywood Mirrors with an 
energy-saving 3-watt bulbs and 12 volts power supply. 
Grand Mirrors HOLLYWOOD is made to measure to almost 
any size and shape. A great vanity mirror for the bathroom 
or bedroom.
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RING OPTIONS

BLACKSILVER GOLD WHITE

FROSTED COOL
B120C

FROSTED WARM
B120W

TRANSPARENT COOL
B110C

TRANSPARENT WARM
B110W

CROWN SILVER COOL
B130C

CROWN SILVER MID-WARM
B130M

CROWN SILVER WARM
B130W

MIRROR SHAPES

MODEL A
(RECTANGULAR)

MODEL B
(OVAL)

MODEL C
(ROUND)

MODEL D
(ARCH)

MODEL E
(TRIFOLD)

MODEL G
(CUSTOM MIRROR)



Grand Mirrors ETCH allows you to innovate and expressyour 
style in a creative way.

Choose from our wide variety of designs or customized your 
Grand Mirrors ETCH by sending your pattern or logo and be 
limitless on what you want to achieve.

ETCH
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DESIGNS

GEOMETRICAL

MANDALA

FRENCH

SIMPLE

GATSBY PAISLEY



Add an extra dimension to your lighted mirrors with
Grand Mirrors DECO. Choose from 3 unique variants and 
decorate your spaces your way.

DECO
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MODULA With square and hexagon shape mirror options,
DECO Modula will leave an impression that lasts. Available 
with Multi Color or True Light Back Light, your mirrors will 
light up any space in any arrangement you want.

FRAME Give your space the touch of elegance with DECO Frame 
and enjoy built-in led lights and backlight powered by our 
True Light Technology.

ART Be fascinated by the beauty every time you look at the 
DECO Art. With beveled mirror squares powered and 
Integrated and Backlit True Light Technology, this mirror 
will look absolutely astonishing in every room.



MIRROR SHAPES

ROUND OVAL RECTANGLE

Grand Mirrors ALLURE is a beautiful mirror with a brushed aluminum frame and a very effective integrated LED light.
Available in different sizes and designs, Grand Mirrors ALLURE allows you to create the bathroom of your dreams.Allure
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COLOR OPTIONS

BRONZE GOLD SILVER BLACK
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Check out Grand Mirrors CABINET and see the difference. It has power sockets, clear and bright mirrors and powerful True Light Technology. 
Grand Mirrors CABINET offers great convenience and functionality. We installed 3 glass shelves inside the cabinet for your everyday 
necessities.

CABINET

*This product is not available for individual sales. Minimum order quantity of 50pcs. per transaction.



DESIGNS

Grand Mirrors MOSAIC is made to measure, available with 
many different mosaics, equipped with powerful integrated 
True Light, combined with Back Light, or without light 
options.

Check our website for a full list of available designs.

MOsAIC

SIESTA
CLR08

DESERT
STN16

BORACAY
SEA06

GREEK LIFE
STN10

BLACK SEA
SEA07

ANCIENT DESERT
STN15
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Inspired by the beautiful Mediterranean and its relaxing 
lifestyle, Grand Mirrors offers a lighted mirror collection with 
ceramic frames in many colors, patterns and designs.

Check our website for a full list of available designs.

MEDITERRANEAN

DESIGNS

QALA
MED10

SORENTO
MED8

OLIVA
MED11

VALLETA
MED9

SARDINIA
MED6

PESCARA
MED7
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COLOR OPTIONS

Grand Mirrors BAROQUE is a beautiful, 30” x 40” mirror with 
lighted bulbs integrated in the mirror that provide excellent 
lighting.

Great for your new makeup table or makeup room. 
Available in a wide variety in colors, and in portrait and 
landscape orientation.

Baroque
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RED PINK BLUE BLACK

GOLD SILVER WHITE

BULB OPTIONS

RING OPTIONS

BLACKSILVER GOLD WHITE

FROSTED COOL
B120C

FROSTED WARM
B120W

TRANSPARENT COOL
B110C

TRANSPARENT WARM
B110W

CROWN SILVER COOL
B130C

CROWN SILVER MID-WARM
B130M

CROWN SILVER WARM
B130W



BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

Trusted around the world, Grand Mirrors is the preferred bathroom 
mirror supplier of hotels, resorts, high-end condominium projects 

and much more. 

With countless hospitality projects completed over the past decade, 
Grand Mirrors continues to innovate new styles and technologies 

and make mirrors more stylish and useful in any bathroom.

Hospitality

Founded in 2001, we have almost 20 years’ experience in the mirror 
and technology market and with Grand Mirrors, we offer highly 
customizable mirror solutions so that you can let your creativity flow 
and design the salon the way you want.

Professional



CUSTOM MIRRORS

More than just a reflective sheet of glass, mirrors are the centerpiece 
of a space. Be it an office, a living room, or even a bathrooom, 
having the right mirror on display can truly bring everything in the 

room together - making the spaces you inhabit a pleasant experience for 
yourself and for everyone who passes through.

But what do you do when, after searching and searching, you just can't find 
the mirror that's perfect for you? What do you do when, forget the style, you 
can't even find a mirror that can fit where you need it to?

We at Grand Mirrors believe in making mirrors that are made to measure, 
tailoring every item we produce to suit your needs - all while still being 
unbeatable in quality and value for money.

ANY SIZE, ANY SHAPE
With our high precision automatic class cutting machines, we can 
reproduce any shape you want with extreme accuracy and sizes up to 23 
feet x 8 feet.

FLEXIBLE QUANTITIES
Grand Mirrors is very flexible. We accept orders in any quantity and size.

So you can order 1 mirror or 1,200 mirrors, you are welcome at Grand Mirrors.



Need even more out your mirror? We offer a wealth of add-ons that 
can take your mirror from an already gorgeous setpiece, to a marvel 
of technology that you'll be using for a long, long time.

Be sure to check our website for a complete list of available add-ons and 
what mirrors they can be added to.

We make custom cut-outs in the mirror 
anywhere you like for a faucet or a light fixture. 
With our CNC computerized product process, 
we produce and cut the mirrors with extreme 
precision.

With a wide variety of Stainless Steel and
Black Walnut wooden frames, you can give the 

mirror a beautiful finished look. Most frames 
close the gap between the wall and the mirror.

FRAMES

Create a frame in an elegant way with a beveled 
edge. Available on most mirrors with bevel widths 
up to 1.5”.

BEVELED EDGES

Equip your mirror with a defogger to keep it clear 
and clean after enjoying a hot shower. Available in 

different shapes and sizes.

DEFOGGERS



With all of the lighted mirrors on today's market, it's easy to wonder what exactly the difference between all of them is. What makes a sheet of glass so special?
Is it in the lights? The shine? For us here at Grand Mirrors, what separates us from the competition is our dedication to you, our clients. We want only the 

best of the best reaching you and that means we're continuously innovating to make sure you get an investment you'll enjoy for years and years after.

Here are just a few of the many technologies we've developed over the years to ensure that every mirror is truly a Grand Mirror.

OUR TECHNOLOGY



GRAND MIRRORS OTHER MIRRORS

MADE TO MEASURE

Why settle for a standard size that does not fit perfectly 
while we can make your mirror exactly the size you want? 
With our computerized CNC cutting machines, we make 
mirrors with extreme precision.

LIGHT TECHNOLOGY

Captured LED Light
Grand Mirrors are built with a unique light system which 
is up to three times brighter than other mirrors and 
captures the light on the sides and the back of the mirror. 
Other, similar looking mirrors are often designed for 
decoration rather than for effective lighting.

Equal Light Distribution
Our mirrors are installed with a diffuser to spread out the 
light equally over the lighted parts of the mirror resulting 
to a high quality, beautiful and efficient lighting.

THICKNESS

Our lighted mirrors look so much better because they 
are 0.4" (10mm) deep behind the mirror compared to 
other mirrors which usually have 1.5" (35mm) to even 
2.3" (60mm) thickness. (Showing is our Integrated Light 
Mirror. Thickness varies per model.)

19 TECHNOLOGY21

WHY GRAND MIRRORS?



GRAND MIRRORS OTHER MIRRORS

ELETRICAL SAFETY

All Grand Mirrors products are powered with 12 and 
24-volts which is safe to use in the bathroom compared 
to most mirrors that are directly powered with 110 or 
220 volts. Why settle for high voltage if you can have 
complete safe 12-24 volt mirror?

SECURITY FILM

All Grand Mirrors have a security film on the back that 
prevents dangerous, sharp mirror parts fall on the 
floor in case the mirror breaks. This also makes Grand 
Mirrors compliant to be installed in public areas and for 
professional use like in salons and hotels.

WALL MOUNT

Grand Mirrors have 2 long wall mount rails to secure a 
well mounted mirror. Similar lighted mirrors often only 
have a hang construction on the top which makes the 
mirror move easily.

GLASS QUALITY

Our mirrors are made with very high quality, corrosion 
and rust-free mirror glass that shows a beautiful 
reflection. This makes Grand Mirrors a worry-free 
investment you will enjoy for many years to come.

20 TECHNOLOGY22



LIGHT OPTIONS
Grand Mirrors integrates a light transfer technology, which causes the 
light to be directed right towards you resulting in a very effective light 

that is up to 3 times brighter than other mirrors.

Choose from Cool, Warm, True Light, Multi-Color, or Philips LEDs.

For the Cool, Warm True light, we have wireless dimmers available. You 
also have the option to add Philips LED lights with dimmers.

(Multi Color LED only) Simply download the App and 
instantly control the colors and brightness.

You can also choose from different programs that best 
suits you.

SMART PHONE CONTROL

21 TECHNOLOGY23



GRAND MIRRORS
TRUE LIGHT

TECHNOLOGY

With True Light Technology, you don’t need to choose 
between cool and warm light anymore.

Getting ready for your day at work? The cool tone 
simulates the light in the office, while the warmer color 

will represent the color for a night out.

Do you want to match the light exactly with other lights 
in the bathroom?

Choose from the full spectrum between 2700K and 
6200K and quickly set the color and brightness with the 

wireless remote control.

Easily control your lighting with our
Touch Control 430 remotes, included with every 
purchase of  a Grand Mirrors True Light product.

TOUCH CONTROL 430

22 TECHNOLOGY24
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TRUE LIGHT COOL LIGHT PHILIPS WARM PHILIPS PHILIPS COOL 

LUX

LUMIERE

ECLIPSE

HOLLYWOOD 

ETCH

DECO MODULA

DECO FRAME

DECO ART

CABINET

MOSAIC

MEDITERRANEAN

BAROQUE

ALLURE

LIGHT AVAILABILTY PER MODEL
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STANDARD PHILIPS

TRUE LIGHT
BULBS

12 VOLTS 24 VOLTS 24 VOLTS 12 VOLTS
OPERATING VOLTS

650 593 510
610

PER BULB
LUMEN PER FOOT

90+ 95+ 90+ 90+
CRI

6 WATTS 5.5 WATTS 10 WATTS 3 WATTS
PER BULB

WATT PER FOOT

50,000 HOURS 60,000 HOURS 50,000 HOURS 50,000 HOURS
LIFETIME LED LIGHT

COPPER FREE
MAINTENANCE FREE

POLISHED EDGESMIRROR

CE
ROHS

MEETS UL STANDARDS
CERTIFICATIONS

LED SPECIFICATIONS



TOUCH CONTROL REMOTES
— Wireless and to be used within 50' / 15 meters of the mirror
— Turn the mirror on and off, change the brightness, change 
the color of the LED light, program and save personal setting
— Smooth on-off. (the light decreases and increases in 
brightness when turning off and on)
— Support different mirrors with only one controller
— Supports up 4 controllers, so use where convenient
— Use the controller anywhere you want. Mount to the wall, 
or on the countertop, stick it against the mirror, or just carry 
around
— Sync easily to the mirror light
— Stylish and durable design. Font is made of durable glass, 
easy to clean
— Use 2 x AAA batteries
(estimated time life batteries: 14 months with average use)

TouchControl 400
For LED Cool, Warm, and

Philips LED Light

TouchControl 430
For LED True Light

TouchControl 450
For LED Multi-color

Wi-Fi Control
For multiple mirrors
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Grand Mirrors standard mounts are made of 2 
durable metal strips that hold the mirror flush 
against your wall with almost no rocking at all, 
even when you push it.

STANDARD WALL MOUNTS

Grand Mirrors countertop mount brackets 
are made of stainless steel and available in a 

round and square tube. It provides a very sturdy 
mounting suitable for almost all Grand Mirrors.

The size of the bracket is fully customizable,
and the power cables are conveniently

inside the tube.

Available in a brushed and polished version.

COUNTERTOP MOUNTS

Grand Mirrors ceiling mount brackets are made 
of stainless steel and are available in a round and 
square tube. It provides a very sturdy mounting 
suitable for almost all Grand Mirrors. The size of 
the bracket is fully customizable, and the power 
cables are conveniently inside the tube.

Available in a brushed and polished version.

CEILING MOUNTS

MOUNTING OPTIONS
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EVERVUE USA INC.

120 NEWPORT CENTER DRIVE,
NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660,

USA

SALES@EVERVUE.COM
+1 949 441 4262

WWW.EVERVUE.COM

EVERVUE UK LTD.

124 CITY ROAD
LONDON EC1V 2NX,
UNITED KINGDOM

SALES@EVERVUE.CO.UK
+44 (0) 20 3880 5899

WWW.EVERVUE.CO.UK

EVERVUE PTY LTD.

LEVEL 10, 171 CLARENCE STREET
SYDNEY NSW 2000,

AUSTRALIA

SALES@EVERVUE.COM.AU
+61 (02) 7229 3818

WWW.EVERVUE.COM.AU

EVERVUE ASIA LTD.

ROOM 1003, 10/F, 
655 NATHAN ROAD, MONGKOK,

HONG KONG

SALES@EVERVUE.COM.HK
+852 8174 6664

WWW.EVERVUE.COM.HK

EVERVUE ELECTRONICS
CANADA INC.

300-422 RICHARDS STREET
VANCOUVER, B.C., V6B 2Z4, 

CANADA

SALES@EVERVUE.CA
+1 604 800 1675

WWW.EVERVUE.CA

EVERVUE NEDERLAND BV

POORTLAND 66, 
1046 BD AMSTERDAM,

THE NETHERLANDS

INFO@EVERVUE.NL
+31 (0) 2 080 90550

WWW.EVERVUE.NL

EVERVUE BELGIË BVBA

MINNEDREEF 9
B-2920 KALMTHOUT

BELGIUM

INFO@EVERVUE.BE
+32 (0) 3 376 0789

WWW.EVERVUE.BE

EVERVUE MIDDLE EAST (FZC)

SHARJAH AIRPORT INTERNATIONAL
FREE ZONE AUTHORITY

P.O. BOX 8000, SHARJAH
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES (U.A.E.)

INFO@EVERVUE.AE
+971 5 85293086

WWW.EVERVUE.AE

FOR PHILIPPINE CONSUMERS

SALES@EVERVUE.COM.PH
+63 919 095 9387

WWW.EVERVUE.COM.PH

EVERVUE AMERÍCAS S.A.

OCEANIA BUSINESS PLAZA, 
TORRE 1000, PISO 49, 

PUNTA PACIFICA, CIUDAD DE PANAMÁ,
PANAMÁ

INFORMACION@EVERVUE.COM.PA
+507 834 5988

WWW.EVERVUE.COM.PA
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